Microsatellite instable and microsatellite stable primary endometrial carcinoma cells and their subcutaneous and orthotopic xenografts recapitulate the characteristics of the corresponding primary tumor.
Well-characterized, low-passage, primary cell cultures established directly from patient tumors are an important tool for drug screening because these cultures faithfully recapitulate the genomic features of primary tumors. Here, we aimed to establish these cell cultures from primary endometrial carcinomas (ECs) and to develop subcutaneous and orthotopic xenograft models as a model to validate promising treatment options for EC in the in vivo setting. Primary cell cultures of EC tumors were established and validated by analysing histologic and genetic characteristics, telomerase activity, and in vitro and in vivo growth characteristics. Using these primary cell cultures, subcutaneous and orthotopic mouse models were subsequently established. We established and characterized 7 primary EC cell cultures and corresponding xenograft models of different types of endometrioid tumors. Interestingly, we observed that the chance to successfully establish a primary cell culture seems higher for microsatellite instable than microsatellite stable tumors. For the first time, we also established an orthotopic murine model for EC derived from a primary cell culture. In contrast to EC cell lines, grafted tumor cultures preserved the original tumor structure and mimicked all histologic features. They also established abdominal and distant metastases, reflecting the tumorigenic behavior in the clinical setting. Remarkably, the established cell cultures and xenograft tumors also preserved the genetic characteristics of the primary tumor. The established EC cultures reflect the epithelial genetic characteristics of the primary tumor. Therefore, they provide an appropriate model to investigate EC biology and apply high-throughput drug screening experiments. In addition, the established murine xenograft models, in particular the orthotopic model, will be useful to validate promising therapeutic strategies in vivo, as the grafted tumors closely resemble the primary tumors from which they were derived. Microsatellite instable status seems to determine the success rate of establishing primary cell cultures.